ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING GUILD

WHAT IS IT?
PURPOSES OF THE GUILD

- Connecting electrical, electronics and communications engineering students
- Maintaining relationships to other guilds in Oulu and other electrical engineering guilds in Finland
- Maintaining student culture traditions
- Organizing recreation for its members
THE GUILD ROOM

• A place at campus where members can come between lectures to relax and study

• One room has TV and kitchen where coffee and other refreshments are available for a reasonable price

• Other room has darts board, computers and a place to study
OVERALLS

- Our guild members have blue overalls.
- Overall badges are plentiful and each guild has their own ones.
- Price of single badge is around 2-5 euros.
- They are used in parties and events.
- Easy way to recognize which guild people are from.
HAVING FUN

- Our guild arranges couple events and parties a year.
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